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On September 19, 1922, Beulah M., a thirty-year-old cook, saved a “small child from a vicious cow on Angola.” This event occurred only a few months after her admission to the Louisiana State Penitentiary (LSP), where she was serving a life sentence for alleged murder. The infant was one of the many of the white prison staff’s children raised on the penitentiary plantation nestled in a large meander of the Mississippi river. This happy-ending drama featuring a Black woman prisoner and a free white child arose from the “cohabitation” of free white households within the incarcerated population. The incident, quite unexpected in a carceral setting, prompted the penitentiary general manager to place Beulah M. on the “eligibility list” for parole and to grant her “full single good time for meritorious service,” which meant the possibility of an earlier release by a few months. Beulah’s action might also have motivated authorities to assign her to be “servant” in the Camp D Captain’s house in July 1923, and later to be a nurse in the nine-bedroom “Big House,” occupied by one of the penitentiary staff of higher rank. The peculiar nature of her alleged crime, the beating to death of her seven-year-old Black step-daughter, was apparently not perceived as a deterrent to entrust her to care for white children. Her courageous action toward a white child at Angola might even have been a compelling argument for her early pardon and discharge, which she received only after nine years at Angola, although her plea for a pardon had been rejected at least once before. Beulah M.’s story is the story of a coerced African American domestic laborer in white homes, rewarded for her perceived subservience to the Jim Crow order. It exemplifies one aspect of Black women’s experiences of hard labor for the state of Louisiana during the first half of the twentieth century.

Located in Angola, Louisiana, where nineteenth century settlers displaced an Indigenous village and established a slave plantation, LSP is now the largest super-maximum security prison in the country. This enduring symbol of mass incarceration is generally assumed to have been a male-only penitentiary since its founding in 1901. However, despite their presence being mostly forgotten in the collective memory, women, mostly of African descent, were incarcerated there for the first six decades of the twentieth century. This paper documents Black women’s experiences of coerced labor, more particularly, those who, like Beulah M., served their penitentiary...
sentence as domestic laborers for white prison staff and officials and their households. In doing so, it contributes to our understanding of state violence during Jim Crow. Arguing that Angola made domestic labor compatible with incarceration, this research claims that prison labor and the discipline that was used to turn unwilling prisoners into subservient laborers served to replicate racial and gender hierarchies existing in the outside “free world.” This article argues that as domestic workers for white households, inside or outside the penitentiary limits, Black women played a key role in the functioning of the penitentiary. They found themselves all too unwillingly involved in the “making of whiteness,” blurring at the same time the borders between the “free” and “unfree” worlds. This paper also shows historical continuities between their experiences and those of enslaved women, as well as similarities with the experiences of domestic workers in the “free world.” The white home, integrated at Angola as a carceral space, continued to be a place where racial and gender hierarchies were produced and reproduced.

Before discussing the centrality of coerced labor in the Louisiana penal system, and the part that Black women played in this profit-oriented institution, this paper provides a brief description of the female camp at Angola and of its occupants, who were surrounded at all times by male prisoners and captors. Examining the cohabitation between free white families and those incarcerated on the penitentiary plantation, this paper explores the crucial role Black women played at Angola as coerced domestic laborers. Performing a variety of tasks for Angola staff and their households, these women were experienced and skilled, most of them being domestic workers before their incarceration, a position that often triggered Black women’s troubles with the law. Benefits and risks came with these “trusty” occupations at Angola. For Black women, it meant the hope for an earlier release and some material advantages, but also an increased vulnerability to their white captors, who themselves gained status from being allotted domestic servants. Ultimately, domestic service performed in carceral settings contributed to the preservation and strengthening of racial and gender hierarchies crucial to the mere existence of the prison system in Jim Crow Louisiana.

Building on works produced by a growing number of historians interested in the lived and laboring experiences of Black women prisoners, this article promotes an intersectional understanding of incarceration and contributes to the study of gender, race, labor, and the carceral state. Through their pioneering scholarship, historians Mary Ellen Curtin, Talitha LeFlouria, and Sarah Haley have all examined how Black women toiled in the convict camps of Alabama and Georgia in occupations that did not always correspond to gender norms. Together with other historians of female incarceration, they provide a complex portrait of the American prison, which is often presented as implicitly male. These scholars brought new concerns to carceral studies such as health, sexuality, and resistance in addition to new theoretical concepts. Particularly critical for this paper is Sarah Haley’s concept of “domestic carceral servitude.” While it appears from parole applications that Black women’s parole might have been contingent upon the obtainment of employment within a “good white home,” Louisiana records do not allow for an exploration of domestic positions held once on parole. Instead, this article examines women’s experiences of domestic labor during their incarceration, while building on Haley’s scholarship to reveal the importance of the white home in the carceral scaffolding of Jim
Crow Louisiana. This article provides an in-depth examination of incarcerated Black women’s domestic labor and takes us one step further in our understanding of the history of incarcerated Black women’s labor, by looking beyond the railroad camps, brickyards, and sweatshops where historians Curtin and LeFleuria revealed the presence of incarcerated African American women, to examine the critical role Black women played at Angola in what Haley calls the “domestic carceral sphere.”

The Mississippi penal farm presented many standard features with Angola. Telisha Dionne Bailey’s research on Parchman reveals that Black women assumed great economic importance to the state through their physical exploitation. She writes, “The Southern penal system served as a means to proliferate the plan of white supremacy.” Like Parchman’s, Angola prison officials exploited Black women’s physical strength and working skills as much as men’s. Women continuously worked in the fields besides men, or in the penitentiary tobacco factory and cannery, generating profits for the state of Louisiana. Black women also did laundry for the whole penitentiary population (like they had done in the Baton Rouge penitentiary before the Civil War), performed daily chores, and cooked within the female quarters. However vital to the daily functioning of the penitentiary, those tasks were considered “non productive” by the penitentiary officials, in contrast with other penitentiary activities deemed “productive,” such as growing cotton and sugar in order to rake in profits.

This article contributes to the historiography on African American incarceration, particularly research examining southern carceral spaces. Recent scholarship has helped challenge the stigma associated with Black criminality to reveal the “real story” of men and women sentenced under Jim Crow laws. Studies of northern prisons and reformatories are useful to understand how reform projects and rehabilitation ideals unfolded in particular ways when the incarcerated individuals were both African American and women. Finally, this paper also adopts the argument made by historians of the nineteenth century “convict leasing” system, such as seminal work from Alex Lichtenstein and Matthew Mancini, that “convict labor made modern economic development of the South’s resources compatible with the maintenance of racial domination,” showing that forms of coerced labor in the twentieth century are in continuity with prior carceral models.

This paper rests on archival research conducted in Louisiana, and seeks to overcome the silence of the sources on Black lives, especially when it comes to women; silence that Black women historians have abundantly demonstrated and exposed. Most of the evidence for this article comes from a database I constructed to document the lives of African American women admitted to the Louisiana State Penitentiary (LSP) between 1901–1935. This archive I am building contains surviving penitentiary admission records and “convict records,” its 1925–1935 segment containing information on labor assignment for 294 Black women out of 382 admitted to LSP over this period. This study also relies on lower criminal court records, Louisiana Supreme Court records, and newspapers, which document some of the events and circumstances that brought women to the penitentiary. In addition, pardon records provide information on clemency proceedings. Using these sources despite their inherent incompleteness and bias, this paper tells a plausible history of African American women’s labor experiences at Angola where “maybes” and “one may believe” are an integral part of the story.
The “Forbidden City”

Well before the founding of the state penal farm in 1901, Black women were confined on Angola’s grounds. Isaac Franklin, cofounder of Franklin & Armfield, one of America’s most prominent slave-trading firms, bought this land in 1835. He put to work hundreds of enslaved African Americans to clear the swampy cypress forest and transform the land into a profitable cotton plantation. In 1860, his widow was in possession of the largest estate in the West Feliciana Parish and lived part of the year in Angola’s “Big House” served by enslaved men and women. In 1880, Samuel James, a former Confederate Major, bought the plantation from Adelicia Cheatham, Franklin’s widow. As the sole lessee of Louisiana State prisoners after 1869, James (and later his son) exploited Black women prisoners as personal servants and “field hands” on his plantation, and sent most male prisoners throughout the State of Louisiana to build levees and railroads or to perform agricultural work. Horrific detention and labor conditions under the “convict leasing” system resulted in a high death rate, which prompted the legislature to withdraw the lease, buy the Angola plantation, and transform it into a penal farm in 1901.

At the opening of Angola’s female quarters, Camp D, in 1901, nearly forty African American women and only one white woman were present. From 1901 to 1961, approximately two thousand women were admitted to LSP, representing around 4 percent of the penitentiary population. Women prisoners were disproportionately African American. Between 1901 and 1935, 91 percent of the women admitted were Black, and of those, 40 percent were younger than twenty-one years old. They had received sentences for “hard labor” following convictions for alleged crimes ranging from petty larceny to murder. Women were sent to Camp D, a group of three wood-planked buildings located a mile away from the male camps, until it was replaced in 1956 by another camp, “the Willows,” also located within the perimeter of the penitentiary. Both camps were nicknamed “the Forbidden City” to allude to the fact that men were prohibited from approaching women and their camp. However, this metaphor serves to hide the reality that women’s living accommodations were always accessible to white male staff and to some male prisoners, making them vulnerable to various forms of sexual violence. Female quarters were also segregated by race, which oftentimes meant an overcrowded Black dormitory and an underused white facility. The State of Louisiana intended to make Angola a profitable farm, which implied extracting prisoners’ labor, and in doing so, using the brutal methods of the enslavers and lessees who exploited people on this land before.

At Angola, labor was an essential feature of Black women’s incarceration and their daily schedule was centered around work with very little time left for other activities. Indeed, “hard labor” characterized incarceration at the state penitentiary in Jim Crow Louisiana, as much as the history of female prisons in the South. Almost always mentioned explicitly in the district court minute books or dockets, the term “hard labor” was juxtaposed with the length of the penitentiary sentence, emphasizing the physical sufferings incarceration implied. Because all Louisiana parishes did not organize for their prisoners to work locally (although several operated “convict camps” to perform public work such as road construction), judges favored...
penitentiary sentences. Instead of being “idle,” men and women “would have to work on the cotton or sugar estates of the State.”  

Throughout history, coerced labor has been a key feature of the penitentiary as well as of other “sites of punitive relocations” such as penal colonies. Nineteenth century early penologists considered labor both as the best way to prevent crime as well as the best punishment for crime. According to scholar and activist Angela Y. Davis, labor was used for the “moral re-education” of prisoners. Sociologist Erin Hatton argues that “Prisoners, by virtue of their incarceration, are deemed to be fundamentally immoral, and their labor is construed as punishment, reparation, or rehabilitation for their ‘wickedness.’” Hatton uncovers the historical construction of work and of the narrative of the “wickedness” from slavery times. Indeed, proponents of slavery portrayed enslaved people as innately lazy and immoral and considered they had to be taught to work. Historian Daina Ramey Berry also reported that the South was often described as a “school” where “Africans may learn productive industry . . . to acquire habits of steady labor,” and develop skills, for instance the “knowledge of all the mysteries of skilful planting.” After Emancipation, debt peonage and convict leasing served to secure unpaid or coerced work from African Americans using the same cultural narrative of “wickedness” and “idleness” against formerly enslaved men and women reluctant to be exploited to the extent that they had been during slavery. This narrative was an integral part of the ideological construction of what Khalil Gibran Muhammad has termed “the condemnation of blackness.” New forms of coerced labor were developed with the aim of correcting the alleged moral weakness attached to the Black “criminal class,” in addition to extracting the highest economic profit possible from them. Indeed, prisoners’ labor was also crucial to penitentiary officials; it made the institution not only self-sufficient for food and other resources, but also profitable by producing crops intended for sales, such as cotton or sugar.

At Angola, labor was also at the center of the discipline system. Coerced labor was a way to discipline incarcerated men and women, and also served as a pretext to punish them as they were frequently subjugated to the lash for their alleged “laziness” or “refusal to work.” Indeed, physical and sexual violence was central to the threat system used to extract labor from African American women at Angola. As historian Talitha LeFlouria argues, gendered violence was rampant in the South’s “convict camps” in the aftermath of the Civil War. Angola was no exception. The brutality of the LSP, often publicly denounced, persisted (and in fact still persists) through successive waves of reforms and political promises. If LSP officials did not express any desire to rehabilitate the alleged criminals in their “care” during Jim Crow, labor could at least redress “the evil of [Black] female loafarism” denounced by white Southerners who, since Emancipation, felt “deprived” of subservient labor.  

Penitentiary officials put women to work, and like in slavery times, Black women were assigned to tasks that were physically demanding and usually considered fit for men. They were also forced to perform labor traditionally considered more fit for women, such as domestic tasks for which most were already skilled. As in slavery times, women who were usually assigned to domestic labor at Angola experienced a “double duty” for they were also requisitioned during harvest or cane-cutting season. The fate of Black women incarcerated in Louisiana differed slightly from what
other Black women experienced in other southern states. For example, in Jim Crow Alabama, women were not sent into underground coal mines where male prisoners had to work. In Georgia, however, Black women prisoners were “compulsorily defeminized” and forced to wear male uniforms while performing masculine labor.

Race combined to gender determined prisoners’ labor assignments at LSP. The differentiated tasks assigned to white and Black women ensured that white women, even incarcerated, could feel superior to their Black counterparts. In 1901, a few months after the state had started growing cotton at Angola for its own profit, a board member stated that Black women were “utilized as hoe hands. They like field work. . . . Later, the intention is to make them stuff mattresses, sew bed ticking, do the mending and keep up the clothing and the darning for the men.” In reality, during the early twentieth century, Black women were still working in the fields of Angola, but also doing a variety of tasks such as taking care of vegetable and flower gardens or livestock (chickens, cows), or working in the tobacco factory. A few of them were gatekeepers or guards at Camp D, which means they were “trusties,” i.e., prisoners granted certain privileges. During this same period, most white women at Angola were seamstresses. Despite its repetitiveness, sewing “stripes” (prison uniforms) was less physically taxing, and therefore deemed more appropriate for white women. In 1936, white women either sewed or worked at the camp commissary whereas Black women worked in sugarcane and tobacco fields, and did the laundry for prisoners and prison staff. In January 1955, an incarcerated white woman was made bookkeeper for the first time, an assignment that had been until then reserved to white male prisoners. By the end of 1956, sixteen of the twenty-four incarcerated white women were secretaries, stenographers, and clerks while only five Black women worked in the mail room. A significant number of Black women were assigned to maintenance tasks within the female quarters. At least thirty-eight Black women and two white women admitted between 1925 and 1935 were orderlies, in charge of “general utility,” “general work,” or “cellroom” at Camp D. In 1912, the National Committee on Prison Labor had acknowledged that all U.S. penal institutions exploited their prisoners’ labor to accomplish what it qualified as their “main duty,” “to maintain the convict in reasonable health and safety,” which required “shelter, a minimum of food and clothing.” Between 1925 and 1935, over eighty Black women were assigned to laundry work at Angola. More Black women worked as laundresses during this period than any other form of labor, with the exception of field work that involved over 120 of them. In the early 1940s, the laundry was still done by hand although penitentiary officials were considering the economic potential of constructing a steam laundry. In 1944, a federal survey conducted found “a small obsolete unit” dedicated to “the cleaning of women’s clothing, hospital and staff laundry, and infrequent washing of inmate bed-clothing” while male prisoners had to wash their own garments after working hours. Later, Black women resumed the task of washing clothes and bed-clothing for all prisoners. In one instance, in 1953, twenty-seven laundresses washed the uniforms of all of the 3,260 prisoners in three days, and in another, in one month “they handled 20,678 pounds of wash.” Luckily at that point machines were at their disposal. Laundry work came with some unexpected risks: “[Captain J.M.] Wood charged [the women doing laundry for the penitentiary population] for any article of clothes lost, but that money was
never turned in.” Many Black washerwomen “complained that over a period of years their meager funds, received from home, had been sequestered in this manner.” Wood claimed: “I do that to keep them from getting careless and losing things.” Rewards for their hard work—so crucial to the penitentiary community—came from unexpected places: Joe, one of Angola’s male prisoners, was inspired by “the girls of the Laundry” to whom he dedicated his poem: “Queen of my tub, I merrily sing While the white foam rises high And sturdily wash, and rinse and wring And fasten the clothes to dry.”

**Domestic Labor for White Households During Incarceration**

At least seventy-six women admitted to LSP over the period 1925–1935 were assigned as domestic laborers in white households at some point during their incarceration. All of them were Black. Most of the Black women caught in the web of “domestic carceral servitude” worked for a white family who resided on Angola grounds or did the laundry for the free personnel. Because of the remoteness of Angola, most staff members—whose numbers grew over time—were housed inside the perimeter of the penitentiary with their wives and children. For instance, in 1944, fifty-five white families occupied houses built by prisoners, comprising a total of 150–200 “free people” on the farm. Staff were given free access to domestic laborers, who were African American men and women detained at LSP. Around thirty different staff members had a Black woman prisoner at their disposal: captains of the various Angola camps (and not exclusively Camp D), physicians, superintendents, and others. In addition, some penitentiary officials residing outside of Angola were also entitled to the same privilege. The penitentiary surgeon and the auditor both lived in Baton Rouge and worked there at the old penitentiary. The penitentiary General Manager and the successive wardens also held accommodations at the old penitentiary. Louisiana governors also exploited incarcerated labor. Seven Black women worked for Governor Huey P. Long and Governor Oscar K. Allen in the Governor’s mansion located in the State capital. These women were probably live-in domestic workers, at least after the old penitentiary closed in February 1932.

According to one source, “prisoners would do the cooking and cleaning inside the homes [of penitentiary staff and officials], cultivated flowers and vegetables in the yard, take care of the horses and pets.” Unfortunately, the range of Black women’s domestic labor is missing from the historical record. One is left to wonder if they served coffee in bed like late nineteenth century prisoners had done for the James family. Did they also pull the rope to operate the Punkah fan over the dinner table in the “Big House” renamed “the Angola house?” How close were their tasks to those performed by enslaved women who “spent their time feeding, cleaning, and caring for their slaveholders, serving as cooks, nurses, seamstresses, housemaids and midwives,” and who “were always ‘on call,’ and “spent the majority of their days nursing, ironing, washing, and doing a variety of other domestic chores,” including “tying up their [white mistresses’] corsets, combing their hair, bathing their infants, and running errands for or with them.” The exploitation of incarcerated African American women as domestic workers on the Angola grounds and beyond fits into Evelyn Nakano Glenn’s argument about the extent in which systems of
labor coercion have appropriated women’s reproductive labor, forcing them to perform “caring labor” for their very own captors.  

Black women’s skills acquired through their experiences in the domestic service trade proved valuable to the penitentiary. Indeed, almost every one of the eighty-seven women who were a “maid,” “servant,” “nurse” or “cook” for white households at LSP had professional experience before their incarceration: thirty-five were cooks prior to their incarceration and the others had all done housework, except for one washerwoman, one school teacher, and one seamstress. In fact, between 1901–1935, over three out of four Black women were described as domestic workers at the time of their admission to LSP. Only 0.2 percent of them were listed as having no occupation prior to their incarceration, and 2.2 percent were listed as “housewives.” For these women, occupying the lowest-paid positions meant that financial security was a constant challenge, as it was for most African Americans during Jim Crow. In 1930, 90 percent of all non-agriculturally employed Black women in the South worked as domestics, while nationally three in five Black women workers reported domestic and personal service as their usual occupation.  

By 1944, Black women made up over 60 percent of domestic workers nationally. For some, domestic labor was their full-time occupation and main source of income. For others, it was a way to earn extra income. This was the case for small farmers who experienced crop failure.

In the “free world,” Black domestic workers’ relationships with (mostly) white employers were complex. The quasi absence of labor unions or negotiating power coupled with the lack of legal protection defined the terms of household work. For instance, in New Orleans, workers’ attempts to improve their wages or reduce their hours were met with great resistance from white housewives who reframed the debate around the “servant problem.” Contemporary accounts reveal the insufficient wages, as well the long hours and lack of time to rest. They also highlight their exposure to racist and derogatory remarks. Their isolation within white homes made them vulnerable to sexual violence since “white employers’ displays of disgust toward interracial contact in public in the age of segregation did not match their behavior in private.” Numerous sources show that Black women, often restricted by discrimination to domestic work, found it exploitative, exhausting, and unrewarding. Because of this level of exploitation, some felt their “treadmill lives” were no better than antebellum slaves: “whether in the cook kitchen, at the washtub, over the sewing machine, behind the baby carriage, or at the ironing board, we are but little more than pack horses, beasts of burden, slaves!”

This unenviable position on the labor market led some Black women to criminal courts where they were indicted for crimes against their employers. As the following cases illustrate, some domestic workers might have resorted to stealing to secure wages that they were denied, while others may have found opportunities to make the job more lucrative. In July 1930, house worker Lillian J. was accused of stealing a dress and a pair of shoes valued at $25 by one of her employer’s friends. Found in possession of the items, the seventeen-year-old was indicted. Both her employer and the state witness were Baton Rouge respected citizens appearing in society columns. Despite the small value of the items she allegedly stole, she was convicted of
grand larceny and sentenced to a term of twelve to eighteen months. Later that year, Lillian J. found herself cooking for the penitentiary general manager.\textsuperscript{56}

It seems that Bessie J. intended to redress wealth inequalities on a much larger scale. Arrested in 1932, she was charged with a series of burglaries performed in the houses of prominent whites in Monroe, Louisiana. She “had served as a cook in a number of the finer homes of the city and [...] had visited cooks in other homes,” becoming familiar with the houses and their contents. Bessie J. might have been one of the rare cases of “servant-thieves,” women whose domestic position was only a pretext to have access to wealthy homes.\textsuperscript{57} According to the press, she would perform burglaries and later sell her haul in Little Rock, Arkansas, or in New Orleans, probably in the various pawn shops existing in these larger cities. Her criminal endeavors were put to an end when she “got too big for her britches” and targeted Monroe mayor’s house. Her daughter Rosella was also arrested for being her helper and might have been prosecuted by a juvenile court, although no institution for “wayward girls” existed for Black girls at the time, except for the House of the Good Shepherd in New Orleans, “one of very few biracial reform homes in the South.”\textsuperscript{58} Convicted by the Ouachita parish judge after she pled guilty to two charges of “burglary in the night time,” Bessie J. was sentenced to hard labor for four to six years. Once at Angola, the forty-two-year-old woman was forced to perform domestic labor for the Camp C captain, and later for the warden. She would later be released on an indefinite reprieve twenty-two months into her sentence.\textsuperscript{59}

Both Lillian J. and Bessie J. transitioned from domestic work in the “free world” to domestic carceral servitude within a few weeks. Jim Crow courts seldom protected Black women like them, giving precedence to their white accusers’ words over theirs. This, Kali Nicole Gross argues, made all domestic workers vulnerable to false accusations.\textsuperscript{60} Tera Hunter’s study on Atlanta domestic workers also reveals that: “many black women were arrested and convicted of petty theft of laundry as well as missing household goods usually on the only basis of the employer’s word alone and without due process.”\textsuperscript{61} Hunter demonstrates that “it was common for employers to rob workers of their rightful cash wages. Some used a bait-and-switch tactic to lure workers with high wages and then gradually reduced the rates once employed.”\textsuperscript{62}

When assigning Black women to serve white households, penitentiary officials usually preferred to exploit those who, unlike Bessie J., had not targeted white property. Because officials acknowledged the exceptional nature of their crime, alleged murderers were deemed more trustworthy in white homes than alleged thieves, the latter being considered dishonest in essence. Indeed, among the eighty-seven women serving sentences as house servants, only ten were convicted of property crimes. Despite the violent nature of their alleged crimes, they were trusted to be around white housewives and children.\textsuperscript{63}

These coerced and unpaid domestic laborers were tied to the white household all the while attempting to take advantage of the relative privileges afforded to them. First, they probably enjoyed some material privileges over other Black women at Angola, like access to better food than prison rations. During periods when they did not have to wear “stripes,” they might also have gotten some “hand-me-downs” from white housewives. Secondly, incarcerated “servants” were above other prisoners.
in the LSP hierarchy because they had the status of “trusties,” which meant some advantages such as a greater mobility on the penitentiary plantation.\textsuperscript{64} However, the most important privilege they could expect was almost certainly a reduction of their sentence. Since 1914, they were granted “double good time,” i.e., twice the allowance in time credits introduced by Act 112 (1890) and amended by Act 160 (1902), which meant the possibility of an earlier discharge for individuals who earned a diminution of their sentence “by working out their own salvation.”\textsuperscript{65} Out of seventy-six Black women who performed housework for white households during their incarceration, twelve were paroled before the expiration of the sentence they had received in court (15.8 percent compared to only 17.1 percent of the Black women admitted to LSP over the period 1901–1935), fourteen (including Bessie J.) benefited from a reprieve (18.4 compared to 5 percent), eleven from a commutation of their sentence (14.5 compared to 3.1 percent), and four were pardoned (5.3 compared to 3.9 percent). Thirty-two others were discharged under the Good Time Law (which applied by default to all prisoners except short termers and recidivists). The cases of the seven women appointed to the governor’s service reveal both the extent of the individualization of sentences and the reward offered as a trade-off for their servitude: only one was discharged under the Good Time Law, the others were paroled, or received a reprieve, a commutation or a pardon. One of them, Beatrice W., was placed for the period of her ten-month reprieve “in the care of Mrs. Allen in Winnfield,” most probably Governor Allen’s wife.\textsuperscript{66} Governor Allen kept at his service after their discharge from LSP some of the women who had been working at his mansion during their incarceration, offering them a stable source of income during the Great Depression.\textsuperscript{67} 

Prisoners’ own efforts were rewarded, but securing white support was also critical to obtain an earlier release from LSP. White staff members were able to intercede with the authorities in favor of certain individuals, as Warden Walker did in 1961 for his cook Marie H., whom he described as “a model prisoner” serving a life sentence. She also received the support of a former employer for whom she had served as “domestic help in [his] home.” He wrote on his professional letterhead that he never “heard of her being in any trouble before this occasion that sent her to Angola” and carefully added: “I do not know anything about her outside life.”\textsuperscript{68} Indeed, Black women’s freedom depended on whites’ goodwill and on how much they could meet whites’ expectations for docile servants and for “Mammys . . . of the white supremacist cultural imaginary.”\textsuperscript{69} 

Domestic carceral servitude did not however constitute a protective labor category for Black women prisoners. It is unlikely that being assigned to white homes spared Black women from the violence used daily at LSP to “discipline” prisoners, in particular African Americans. However, their victimization probably stayed off record since they were not placed under their camp captain who kept track of the lashes he administered himself but under the control of other prison staff or even of their housewives. One exception is an incidence of “insubordination” punished by fifteen lashes administered by the captain of the receiving station in Baton Rouge to Virginia H., his personal cook. Virginia H., a cook by profession, did all her time in his service, without going to Angola.\textsuperscript{70} Although there is no direct archival evidence of sexual violence against Black domestics at Angola, their isolation in white households, away from
the other women incarcerated on the plantation, made them vulnerable to it, as much as domestic workers in the “free world” were susceptible to victimization by their white employers.\textsuperscript{71}

In 1943, an ex-prisoner pointed at the occurrence of violence and sexual violence against the “women . . . used as house servants and maids by various penitentiary officials and employees scattered all over Angola” when he made this vague suggestion: “The practice has been abused in more ways than one.”\textsuperscript{72} When working at LSP for white families, Black women also encountered the same types of risks as “house slaves” before them.\textsuperscript{73}

The risks imposed by Black women’s proximity to white men, women and children in their homes did not seem to worry LSP officials. On the contrary, Black women were assigned to homes where the presence of Black male “trusties” was seen as dangerous. The proximity between white female and Black male bodies caused an irrational fear of rape to white Southerners.\textsuperscript{74} This was evident in the following exchange between Dr. Myron E. Walker, former visiting physician at Angola, and Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel and Lennox L. Moak, respectively chair and vice-chairman of the subcommittee on penal institutions in charge of studying prisons. In February 1944, the subcommittee questioned Dr. Walker on female prisoners:

Rummel: “Would you recommend the separation of the women’s department from this place here, getting it somewhere else?

Walker: “As it is now, it probably would be the best thing.

...  

Walker: . . . The main reason you don’t want it [the women’s camp] here on the farm is the fact that once in a while the boys and girls get together. That is understandable, and the circumstance is undesirable. There is another thing to consider. If you get the right kind of people to come down here [as prison employees], you have to make certain inducements in their favor. A lot of people don’t like male servants in their houses alone.\textsuperscript{75}

The penitentiary’s need to attract and retain qualified white staff, and the resultant need of white staff for Black female domestic laborers, might have played a role in maintaining the status quo for all female state prisoners in Louisiana.\textsuperscript{76} Incidents such as the murders of Dr. Ehlert’s wife and of Captain Spillman’s wife by two Black male “trusties” reinforced the argument against having Black men working in white homes. At the same time, it reaffirmed the belief that Black female domestic workers posed less of a threat.\textsuperscript{77}

\textbf{Making Whiteness}

For African American women in the custody of the LSP, the practice of “domestic carceral servitude” contributed to the making of whiteness at the expense of their racial debasement. By securing the service of incarcerated Black women for their
private homes, some of the Angola employees were signaling both their Southern white male prerogative and their elevated position among the penitentiary staff.78

Domestic laborers “were forced to enact the role of the inferior” through a variety of rituals affirming their subordination, such as using the back door, or the outside “privy,” eating in the kitchen or pretending to be grateful for leftover foods and discarded clothing.79 It is easy to imagine that Angola prisoners had to adopt the same type of rituals to please the people they were serving like domestic carceral laborers elsewhere.80

The privilege granted to LSP staff extended to their family members. Their wives were protected from hard physical labor because Black women were toiling in their places. African American women’s menial labor in American white homes served to reaffirm the belief of their “natural inferiority” while adding to the construction of white womanhood.81 Hiring servant labor sustained the ideal of “domestic graciousness” among white housewives who could hire another woman to perform household chores.82 This relieved white American women from less desirable household duties and allowed them to distance themselves from the physical labor and dirt involved; they could devote themselves to cultural, leisure and volunteer activity or, for some, to a professional career.83

Angola white housewives enjoyed time for social activities, and were granted social recognition through regular appearances in newspaper society columns. As Elsa Barkley Brown has argued: “white women live the lives they do in large part because women of color live the ones they do.”84 The Angola housewives were no exception. Having a personal servant at their disposal allowed these women to appear to their guests as perfect hostesses.85 Fresh flower arrangements were commented on in the press when one of the Angola wives organized a reception, as if she was responsible for the care of her garden.86 Thanks to Black women’s toiling in their homes, white Angola housewives could also promote themselves as benevolent. For instance, during World War II, Warden Bazer’s wife “and her group of ladies” devoted “their full time to Red Cross work” knitting sweaters.87

The white housewives who had the privilege of delegating the worst of their domestic chores to an incarcerated Black woman could claim a higher status among Angola staff’s wives. “Being white meant having black help” and at Angola, the privilege of using Black women prisoners as domestics meant belonging to the penitentiary plantation ruling class, “a class in the South who knows the negro only as a servant.”88 In reality, white housewives’ and Black prisoners’ life conditions were as opposite as they had been a century before on slave plantations.89 The contrast between the lives of these two groups was crucial to white women’s ability to conform to southern gender norms and ideal of domesticity as well as to assert superiority over Black women whose womanhood was denied.90

White children also benefitted from the exploitation of Black women’s (and men’s) domestic labor. JoAnn Spillman, a captain’s daughter recalled her privileged childhood at Angola in the 1940s: “It was wonderful. I was the princess and my daddy and my mother were the king and the queen, and we had servants.”91 On the penal farm, some white children had nurses to take care of them. While being deprived of the ability to care for their own children, incarcerated Black mothers had to nurture, protect, and teach good manners to white children like Black nurses
did in the “free world.” This made white motherhood more enjoyable, as the poem “Precious Gift” illustrated. In it, Mary Inez Fricklin, one of Angola’s housewives, worshipped her baby girl, “a budding rose,” all the while ignoring the challenges inherent to the care of newborn children. During the first half of the twentieth century, the stereotypical figure of the “Mammy” was a fixture of white family life and “enhanced its stability.” At the same moment, the removal of Black women from their own families to be placed in carceral spaces served to repair their “perceived excessive presence within the black home,” considered as “a source of deterioration of black life” in Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s report to President Johnson’s Administration.

On the penitentiary plantation, white children “learned race” through their contact with Black caregivers. Racial identity was produced and reproduced in the white home where Black presence remained significant despite an increasingly segregated world. White Southerners desired social distance from Blacks rather than physical separation, since the making of whiteness depended on the proximity and juxtaposition of hierarchized racial groups. At Angola, like elsewhere in the South, the white home was “an island of racial mixing in a sea of separation,” where the Mammy embodied the “contradictions of a white supremacist ideology of domesticity.”

At Angola, Black women’s labor belonged to the white home. What Sarah Haley argued for the Georgia case involving the incarceration of Black women paroled to white employers also applied to Angola. According to Haley: “The white home, which had since slavery existed as a site of regulation, policing, discipline, and punishment for black women who worked as domestics, was formally incorporated into the penal sphere through the establishment of domestic carceral servitude.” However, this “narrative of servitude about black women’s relationship to white families” did not go unchallenged in the “free world.” As Premilla Nadasen notes, “African American household workers were not servile, but resisted and challenged the contours of the occupation,” organizing mostly outside of labor unions modeled on industrial work, and using intimate spaces as well as public spaces to tell their stories to each other and elaborate resistance strategies. At Angola, as well as in other carceral spaces during Jim Crow, women prisoners were not always submissive; their acts of resistance appear in the penitentiary records under various forms. Talking back, refusing to work, setting fires, destroying equipment, and attempting to escape were all means that they employed at great risk of painful retaliation.

Except for the wives of the successive Camp D captains who were employed as matrons, white housewives were seldom associated with prison work at LSP. However, they took part in penitentiary activities. For example, an investigation committee convened in 1944 found that the employee at Camp G in charge of censoring the prisoners’ mail could not read or write and that his wife was doing the work for him. White housewives benefitted from the racial order prevailing at Angola, and participated actively in reinforcing the hierarchy between “free” and “unfree,” and between white and Black people, illustrating that non-elite whites were also adhering to white supremacy. White housewives at Angola may have seen themselves as models for their Black domestic workers, in the process demonstrating as much contempt and paternalism as the author of these lines: “Thousands of Southern white women take a genuine interest in their servants, visit them when they are sick, try to improve their home life, and endeavour in every way possible to elevate them.
and make them more efficient, just as the best mistresses did in slave days.”

They might even have perceived the occupation of “help” in their homes as an education program for the incarcerated since the penology of the time focused on the teaching of the ideal of domesticity to “fallen” women. Alderson Reformatory, the first federal penitentiary for women opened in 1927, was an obvious example of this: “beautifully located” in Virginia hills, this “cottage-prison” had the ambition to “raise [women’s] ideals, increase their self-respect, and give them a vision and a desire for right living” through its education program. Whereas Alderson’s rehabilitation objective targeted mostly white women to make them better women and better housewives, Angola’s domestic service only aimed to make Black women better servants, reinforcing their subordinate status without granting them femininity or womanhood.

**Conclusion**

A heavy toll was imposed upon Black women workers at the Louisiana State Penitentiary. This article reveals the continuity between “domestic carceral servitude” and labor conditions in the “free world” where discrimination kept Black women confined to domestic work. Despite material advantages, such as sentence reductions, the labor assignments of Black women prisoners in white households were far from being privileged treatment. Moreover, it reinforced the racial hierarchy that kept them at the bottom of the social ladder, making them “unfit” for anything except servility.

Living and laboring in white households also exposed them to forms of racialized and gendered violence. The “non productive” labor extracted from incarcerated women at Angola and beyond is another illustration of how reproductive labor was essential to the daily functioning of profit-based penitentiary plantations. Despite their small numbers, Black women’s toil in the homes of LSP staff is historically significant. Their experiences demonstrate that prisons are sites for the making of race and that the white home is an integral part of the penal system. In this scheme, white housewives and children benefitted from Black women’s coerced domestic labor, which only reinforced white supremacy and Black subordination.
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